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BUD KEENE PROGRESSION CAMPS

NATIONAL LEVEL CAMPS

MAMMOTH MOUNTAIN, CA
SPRING 2018
Attention athletes,
You have been selected to receive this invitation to join Bud Keene and an all-star staff of snowboard and
freeski coaches for a ground-breaking training opportunity to be held this Spring at Mammoth Mountain, CA.
Now in it’s fifth year, this BKPRO International-level camp has both set the standard for and single-handedly
coined the term “Progression Camp.” At every level athletes in attendance have achieved new tricks
and skills for themselves and have realized a higher plane of performance. From 8 year olds to Olympic
Gold, Silver, and Bronze medalists these camps have consistently served as a springboard to greatness for
all athletes.
Take advantage of Bud and his staff’s Olympic medal-winning coaching skills, and unlimited access to
Mammoth’s amazing natural terrain as well as the BKPRO private 5-star training and progression zone during
one or both of two sessions. These camps are strategically scheduled, coming at a time of the year when
you are fit, and at the top of your game, yet well-rested. With over 25 years of coaching experience, and with
multiple Olympic gold and silver medals to his credit, Bud knows that there is no better time for a snowboard
or freeski athlete to surge forward in their abilities.
BUD KEENE PROGRESSION CAMPS offer snowboarders and skiers the highest-quality terrain, facilities,
coaching, and sport-specific education in the world, and all for the purpose of progression. Plainly put, when
you attend a BUD KEENE PROGRESSION CAMP YOU WILL PROGRESS in your game.
And this private BKPRO Mammoth Mountain setup will be world class! Airbags will be fitted to the ends of the
full-length 22’ superpipe walls, and into 2 different sized jumps for soft-landing trick rehearsal. Of course the
snow will be soft and the sun will be shining in Mammoth, so taking these new tricks onto the snow in the
halfpipe or onto the identically-sized jumps will be the realistic goal. Then you’ll add them to your repertoire.
Join Bud and his staff this Spring, and take concrete steps toward your future in action sports. At a BUD
KEENE PROGRESSION CAMP you will encounter like-minded individuals who are serious about their sport,
and who eat, live, breathe progression 24/7.
Above all, BKPRO stands for Progression:
Progression of learning techniques...
Progression of the athlete...
Progression of the sport...
See you there.

BUD KEENE

BUDKEENE.COM

NATIONAL LEVEL CAMPS / SCHEDULE & RATES

MAMMOTH MOUNTAIN, CA
APRIL 23–27, 2018 / APRIL 30–MAY 4, 2018
Each of the above camps includes
Welcome packet

Cost with room and board

Airport pickup and drop-off (Mammoth Lakes Airport)

$3000.00

5 days on-snow with professional coaching staff
including Bud Keene

Cost without room and board

All-mountain terrain access

PER WEEK

$2400.00
PER WEEK

4-minute chairlift lap
Small and medium public park jumps and rails

Private training facility including
50’ and 65’ (dual takeoff) jumps to airbag for
trick rehearsal

Space is limited. Secure your spot today.
Contact Bud Keene via email or phone at
the information below.
Please note, a 25% deposit will be due by
March 1st, 2018 to confirm your registration.
Camp spots are limited, reserve today.

50’ and 65’ (dual takeoff) step-up style jumps
22’ Superpipe with bottom of walls cut sheer and
fit with airbag for trick rehearsal
All features groomed nightly and maintained
throughout the day
Slopeside lodging and 3 meals a day

Attention Coaches & Teams

Bud Keene

budkeene144@gmail.com
(435) 714-9609

Pre and post-camp goal setting sessions
Professional video analysis, editing, and access
Tuning and waxing rooms, supplies, equipment,
and instruction
Nightly seminars
Après-camp party and awards
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